The Truth About the Good News of the Kingdom Part 2

(Matthew 24:14) And this good news of the kingdom will be preached in all the inhabited earth for a witness to all the nations; and then the end will come.

The final truth about that Matthew 24:14 prophecy is the "good news of the Kingdom" actually is going to need to be completed as the "good news FROM the Kingdom".

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice: "Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived (Rev17:12), and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and seas and fountains of waters.

Now after reviewing why Christ completes his own ministry as the mission God gave him to begin with, we see it is also plainly stated in prophecy.

But it is also due to the fact the human ministry cannot complete the world field coverage, nor is it even near perfect, thus, it is not sanctioned to do so anyways:

(Matthew 10:23) When they persecute you in one city, flee to another; for truly I say to you, you will by no means complete the circuit of the cities of Israel until the Son of man arrives.

That is why Revelation 14 is the largest post-Christ "second coming" prophecy of the Bible. Revelation 14 is the Christ Final Arrival and the completion of the Messianic Kingdom. (Rev14:1; Rev7:1-8) Revelation 14 has everything else Christ shall accomplish after that "in the air" completion. (1Thess4:17; Rev16:17) And Revelation 14 merges in the 1290 days final timeframe of Daniel 12:11. (Dan7:26-27)

1. But, as we see in Revelation 14 perfect angels of Christ, as the final agents of the "everlasting good news" from the Kingdom, declare the final "everlasting good news" to all humans. (Rev14:6-7) Thus, they can take in agreeable humans into Immortal Kingdom protection before Christ decimates the rival world government.

2. Christ and the Kingdom oversee the destruction of the Babylon the Great religious system (Rev14:8), while the world government wildbeast is active (Rev14:9-12);

(Revelation 17:15-18) And he says to me: "The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds and nations and tongues. (Rev16:12-16) 16 And the ten horns that you saw (national-systems), and the wild beast (world government globalist-system), these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked (pillaged and exposed), and will eat up her fleshy parts (depose and absorb her corporate identity and leadership) and will completely burn her with fire. (complete global outlawed corporate deposition, under world government) 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his thought (Rev18:8, even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their (national-system) kingdom to the (world government) wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means the great (global-corporate-religious) city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth."

3. Christ and the Kingdom angels "reap" the "harvest of the earth" in savable human beings (Rev14:14-16), and close out the "four winds" in the termination "winepress" judgment (Rev14:17-20; Rev7:1-4), which may be aided by the world government depopulation-machine as they will lose control of it themselves. (Matt24:21-22; Eze38:7)

(Revelation 10:5-7) And the angel that I saw standing on the sea and on the earth raised his right hand to heaven, and by the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and the sea and the things in it, he swore: "There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.

4. Thus, though the "sacred secret of the good news" is summarized for [future] 1260 days of the "two witnesses" "last witnessing" [which leads to this Christ arrival of the future], Christ, by said Kingdom powers completes the "sacred secret" actually "coming true" on Earth in his actual complete world takeover, then live and real-time.


Now by the time all the above will be unfolding globally, the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy will have already crashed and burned. (Dan8:13-14; Zech3:2; Rev8)

Jehovah's witnesses apostate leadership, in prophecy revealed league with the enemy (Dan11:32a), has set-up an "end game" for that apostate ministry of modern Jehovah's witnesses. (2Thess2:1-2) In the near future, the apostate Jehovah's witnesses ministry will have dissolved into its own divine judgment set-up.

The final temple judgment of the future (Zech3:1-9; Rev8-9 parallel), will have become fully verifiable by the timed judgment and its JW-downfall events:
(Daniel 8: 13) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one who was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the (profaned and subverted) constant [feature] (of JW ministerial offerings) and of the transgression causing desolation (UN NGO alliance and co-promotions fulfilling Daniel 11:31b), to make both [the] holy place (temple "established place"; Dan8:11, "fortress" Daniel 11:31a) and [the] (JW worldwide) army things to trample on?” (in a first 8th King “trampling” “attack” aided temple desolation “fire” of Zechariah 3:2 and Revelation 8:3-5 starting the final prophetic cycle in a global tribulation forming);

The temple judgment, which you can verify at that time, was foretold and timed in Daniel 8:13-14 BY GOD, for this reason.

(Isaiah 28:18-19) And your covenant with Death will certainly be dissolved, and that vision of yours with Sheol will not stand. The overflowing flash flood, when it passes through—you must also become for it a trampling place. 19 As often as it passes through, it will take you men away, because morning by morning it will pass through, during the day and during the night; and it must become nothing but a reason for quaking TO MAKE OTHERS UNDERSTAND what has been heard.” (Dan11:41; Dan8:13-14)

Those events and timing occur over the Jehovah's witnesses organizational and ministerial "trampling" events on their ministerial and communal (Rev8) "army" (Dan8:12), and their "holy place" (Dan8:13; Matt24:15), and their now profaned "constant feature" (hence the "evening" and "morning" meaning and phasing).

(Daniel 8: 14) So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition.” (Temple purification completed in this time period parallel Zechariah 3:4-5, Revelation 8:1-5; 1150 days minimum or 2300 days probable);

But the temple cleansed "right condition" of Daniel 8:14 is God's purpose, Now, along with the global signal this forms and the verifiable timing and events of the marked prophecy of Daniel 8:13-14 as the parallel of the start of Revelation 8, we will know fully where we are in the prophecy.

Thus, Jehovah's witnesses must go down for the Daniel 8:14 timing of 1150 days or 2300 days, prior to the final 1260 days final ministry. (Dan7:25; Dan12:7; Rev11:2-3; Rev12:14; Rev13:5) The temple has to be "right condition" cleansed before the final 1260 days ministry can be commissioned (Rev10) and Revelation 11:1-7 deployed [in the future].

Then we will not just know, but be able to prove, God also begins this final temple judgment and prophecy cycle "on His own house" first.

(1 Peter 4:17) For it is the appointed time for the judgment to start with the house of God. Now if it starts first with us, what will the end be of those who are not obedient to the good news of God?

Now that question of "what will the end be of those who are not obedient to the good news of God?", means all people are given a final full opportunity to become obedient at that time by surrender and repentance as offered in Revelation 14:6-7, from the Kingdom itself.

Why "Christianity" "Religion" is NOT the "Good News" to Obey

(Mark 1:14-15) Now after John was put under arrest Jesus went into Galilee, preaching the good news of God 15 and saying: “The appointed time has been fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has drawn near. Be repentant, you people, and have faith in the good news.”

Now that we see, plainly described in prophecy in Revelation 14, that the "good news of God" (1Pet4:17), for "obedience by faith" (Rom1:5; Rom16:26), must climax in super human Kingdom form for the real salvation opportunity for all people of Earth, for those willing.

It is a hugely more positive outcome than may seem implied in its initial asking of that question, especially in light of religious hypocrite so-called "good news".

But, God can even turn that religious error into "good news", go figure. In fact, by much human and religious error, God MUST compensate with a huge final worldwide open salvation offer and opportunity, which all this massive human religious error has made necessary.

1. Christian Religions made humans obedient to their own corporate "good news", which with the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy amply demonstrated "bad news" is what formed. If Israel's and the apostle founded first ministries all apostatized, so will all human "religious" efforts also form collective apostasies. That could never be used by God for any true perfect worldwide salvation power actuality.

A. Turns out, religion was nothing to be obedient to as far as any requirement of God, it's catastrophic tragedy on Jehovah's witnesses global community (Rev8) as the context of the temple cleansing is a [future warning] of what will come upon Christendom under World Government, but to total deposition.

B. All this error as with all of Israel's error in the sane manner, has been indicating Christ alone is the total solution this whole time.

Now, if you review Jehovah's witnesses ridiculous claims that "only Jehovah's witnesses [religion members] in good standing will be saved", as many other religions claim in as well in their own way, you see why GOD CANNOT USE ERRORS WHICH ATTEMPT TO
LIMIT HIS SALVATION. And especially not religions which also required human obedience to themselves "for salvation", by use of their own manmade corporate laws "for salvation".

2. Yet like with Jehovah's witnesses before their own corporate destruction [of the future], later on [under world government], Christendom and all religion will be deposed (Rev17:13-17), to free up many people to God's salvation.

Turns out, in the future destruction of religion under world government period (Dan12:11), after they bless and endorse that final "666" World Government "Scarlet Wildbeast", is when the final "obey the real good news" worldwide-scale salvation opportunity of Christ will have been going forth:

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven (Earth's "in the air" of 1Thess4:17), and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.

As the Babylon the Great religious-system downfall events of the future, lead to this final angelic announcement:

(Revelation 14:8) And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!

3. Now we know Christ arrives after world government completes, and that "the harlot" religion-complex worldwide is still present as world government completes in the future:

(Revelation 17:15-18) And he says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds and nations and tongues. (Rev16:12-16) 16 And the ten horns that you saw (national-systems), and the wild beast (world government globalist-system), these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked (pillaged and exposed), and will eat up her fleshy parts (depose and absorb her corporate identity and leadership) and will completely burn her with fire. (complete global outlawed corporate deposition, under world government) 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his thought (Rev18:8), even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their (national-system) kingdom to the (world government) wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means the great (global-corporate-religious) city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.”

4. Thus, the good news FROM the Kingdom is the opportunity to worship God Almighty unhindered as aided by Christ at that time. Because many good people (Rev18:4) are already worshiping God in religions as their captor, God has to free them to the complete form of His worship. He cannot dump the "my people" baby with the impure religious bathwater.

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven (Earth's "in the air" of 1Thess4:17), and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.
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Thus, Revelation 14:6-7 is the free choice to worship God. That full choice will be given to, and made by some humans, as offered all the way through the Daniel 12:11 1290 days.

And by then in the future, it will be a “choice” many people will literally see at personal non-religious levels of core awareness globally. (Hag2:7; Joel 2:30-32)

Choose to worship God and come under Christ Kingdom protection or choose to perish with the so-called “new world order” and their final lit fuse to world government and the conquest of Christ upon that rival sovereign.

Now, in light of the success of Christian religion as a whole to complete the "bad news", the real "good news" Peter was ultimately referring to is the final "everlasting good news" of Revelation 14.

And being good news (Rev10:5-7), it will have to be true good news, it will be truthful good news, in fact it will become the reality of totally complete great news "in the end", as backed by God, Christ and Immortal Kingdom power.

1. Thus, hope in God, Christ and await the Kingdom Salvation.

(Revelation 18:4) And I heard another voice out of heaven say: “Get out of her, my people, if you do not want to share with her in her sins, and if you do not want to receive part of her plagues.

2. Even now, do not waste your time with religious corporate bean-counters whose corporate body "Babylon the Great" will go down as assuredly as Jehovah's witnesses apostasy went down before them. That is how by fleeing these religious-headquarters of the lie (2Thess2:11-12), you can opt out of their coming plagues. (Matt24:15)

But, as we can realistically know, not all people will be able to break the religion spell upon them. But, God will break it for them under world government by deposing religions Himself (Rev18:8), to then free up his own "my people" for salvation. God knows "his people" in ALL RELIGIONS, and He knows how and when to free them.

Thus, even if some of God's "my people" must "share [part] of the plague" of that coming global religious destruction under world government, they can still be saved.

And now when we see the "good news of the Kingdom" is the "everlasting good news" FROM The Kingdom in Revelation 14:6-7, then becoming "obedient to the good news" takes on its final totally positive meaning and at truly angel-backed worldwide scale.

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven (Earth's "in the air" of 1Thess4:17), and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.

And because that is a very deep final cycle offer to be given in the future at Revelation 14:6-7, ANYONE can choose to "worship God Almighty", in then true freedom to become complete in that period.

And God and Christ and their World Government Kingdom is not leaving (Rev22:1-5), they are then here, starting the forever of their rule.

(Revelation 22:5) Also, night will be no more, and they have no need of lamplight nor [do they have] sunlight, because Jehovah God will shed light upon them, and they will rule as kings forever and ever.

ANYONE who agrees with the worship of God will also be walking into forever, as the new world order "666" world government is heading for the fire. (Dan7:26-27; Dan7:12; Rev19:19-21)

(1 Peter 4:17) For it is the appointed time for the judgment to start with the house of God. Now if it starts first with us, what will the end be of those who are not obedient to the good news of God?

Now when Peter asks from God that since the judgment starts first with us, in a final temple judgment of the future (Dan8:13-14; Rev6; Zech3:1-5), that is the "good news of God" period to take advantage of. He was not referring to a religious corrupted past which tried to make everyone disobey the good news.

The GOOD NEWS IS, ANY HUMAN repentant, and thus obedient to the good news of God as from the Kingdom itself, at that time at Revelation 14 worldwide scope of salvation, will be saved. (Rom2:12-16)

Come the Christ assured "second coming" of Revelation 14:6-8 timeframe of Daniel 12:11 in the future, that is the true open salvation offer and opportunity to worship God as the "everlasting" purpose of the "good news". And it comes with the power to protect and guide people into the "Kingdom of the World" domain of Revelation 11:15-18.

(1 Corinthians 15:50) However, this I say, brothers, that flesh and blood cannot inherit God’s kingdom

Flesh and blood do not inherit God's Kingdom, true. But flesh and blood saved sheep do inherit their own Kingdom "from the founding" of their own "world", which is earthly and under God's Kingdom and from God's will and purpose for "God's will done on earth, as in heaven" (Mat6:10):
Then the king will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who have been blessed by my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the founding of the world.

And that is the “Kingdom OF THE WORLD” they are to become the first foundational global new-human generation of!

Then what will the end be of those who choose to become obedient to the "everlasting good news" of God in that final 1290 days? Salvation, is the answer. That is why "the happy" enter Daniel 12:12’s Marriage of the Lamb global ceremonial staging process and initial timing. (Rev19:1-9)

The "everlasting good news" salvation offer MUST be HUGER than it was when it began in 29 CE, to everyone friend, undecided, or enemy.

The final guaranteed everlasting great news offer of OPEN SALVATION must be even more positive and powerful than it was when Christ first arrived 2000 years ago and began this good news of the Kingdom; And in the future, it is good news, EVERLASTING good news, ultimately from the Kingdom.

And the true "GOOD news" is, ANYONE willing, can accept that offer come that Daniel 12:11 time of the future. And because God, Christ and the whole immortal Kingdom angelic "air force" is who shall COMPLETE that "everlasting GREAT news" as "as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth" WORLDWIDE, all humans shall be afforded that guaranteed salvation opportunity.

...believe and be saved.

The human ministry which devolves again and again is not sanctioned from God for this total good news completion. That human Christian phase will be over, it will have led to Christ "coming in" to truly complete the eternal good news perfectly, and forever. THAT is why ANYONE can "believe and be saved" at that time (Dan12:11), as the global "rocking" context will be THE MOST BELIEVABLE IN ALL HUMAN HISTORY!!!

And I will rock all the nations, and the desirable things of all the nations must come in; and I will fill this house with glory,' Jehovah of armies has said.

On the contrary, we trust to get saved through the undeserved kindness of the Lord Jesus in the same way as those people also.”

The "blood of the lamb" is available ANYONE willing, and becomes active in protection the SECOND one "believes to be saved". And it is the real saving power. At that time humans agreeing to Revelation 14:6-7 will come under DIRECT Kingdom IMMORTAL protection. That final period salvation guarantee can become realized in a person very quickly at that time (like it was for Saul of Tarsus in his time) and even now. From that time in the future, it goes into immediate saving power and action for "the believer".

After these things I saw, and, look! a great crowd, which no man was able to number, out of all nations and tribes and peoples and tongues, standing before the throne and before the Lamb, dressed in white robes; and there were palm branches in their hands. 10 And they keep on crying with a loud voice, saying: “Salvation [we owe] to our God, who is seated on the throne, and to the Lamb.”

Many people in that "vast mixed company" (Ex12:37-39), will have walked into forever and its Kingdom of Salvation very recently in their lives at that time.

Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed you, or thirsty, and give you something to drink?

To the extent that you did it to one of the least of these my brothers, you did it to me.

They are so new, they have not even read Matthew 25. Had they actually read Matthew 25, they would NOT have to ask such a newbie revealing question now would they. We know from that they just got there, and that day an angel can hand them that prophecy to read.